High School Classroom Supply List

Students will be assigned to 7 classes per day. Students are required to have a lock for your academic locker (also a lock for a gym locker is needed if you are enrolled in any physical education class or if you are involved in sports that requires a locker). A detailed class materials list will be handed out in each individual class on the first day of school. This list will likely include the following for each class:

1 - Folder with loose-leaf paper for each class.

1 - Spiral Notebook (individual for each class-not a 5-subject combination notebook)

1 - Book Cover (for each class-color coded to match each notebook and folder is helpful)

Pencils (#2)

Pens (one of each color – black, blue, red)

Highlighter

Two combination Locks (may be purchased in the office)

For each High School SCIENCE class, students will need a basic calculator and graphing notebook. *Mrs. Toivonen sells graphing notebooks for $2 - $3.

For each High School MATH Class, students will need a three ring binder and lined loose-leaf paper.